Answer and learn with Ace or Kat!
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Ace says to Kat, “Let’s explore the sea. We make a good team, you and me. You are smart and I am brave.” “Dive down!” Kat yells. Here comes a ...

Find the triangles △.
wave!

So just in time, they dive below, where sea plants sway and corals grow. The sea is calm beneath the wave. The buddies find a secret ...

Find things that are alive.
Inside the cave are clams and snails, and seahorses with curling tails. But whom does Ace meet in the dark? Some spiny lobsters and a …

Which seahorse is different?
shark!

The shark seems nice, but even so, the divers think they’d better go. Outside the cave, Kat spots a tail. What can it be? It’s a great big ...

Count the lobsters.

4 5 6
Suddenly, a curious face with polka dots surprises Ace. It’s not a snake; it’s not a seal. This critter is a ...
moray eel!

Behind the moray’s toothy smile, its body stretches back a mile! The friends discover that the eel is wrapped around a big ...
ship's wheel.

Beside a mast without a sail, the divers see a ragged trail of pieces from a wooden deck. It leads them to an old...

Find things that rhyme with wheel.
Kat swims around and peeks inside, where bashful ocean creatures hide. When Ace picks up an old black rag, he finds that it’s from a ...
Kat checks out the captain’s chair—
an octopus is sitting there.
From high up in the ship’s crow’s nest,
Ace spies the pirates’ …

Find things that are purple 🧡.
Kat then spots two fearsome claws, and cautions Ace to watch his paws. The treasure he’s about to grab is guarded by a …

Look at the pattern in the necklace. What should come next?

○ ○ ○ ○ ○
Ace drops the loot and swims away. He’s learned a lesson here today. Adventurers who explore the seas should only bring home ...
memories!